1973-04-01: [FAMILY Size & Extension] Perroy, "Social Mobility Among French Nobles," Past
& Present, 21 (1965), 22-38.
Using Forez records, tracing lignages in late 13th and early 14th centuries, we find
tremendous turnover in family names of the those who were noble for a generation or two. So,
French nobility was as open & changing as the English have always been reputed to be.
(p.31) Out of 215 lignages that appear some time or another in the 13th centry, 30.7 %
disappeared before 1300, the male line having become extinct. Of the 70 % surviving into the
14th century, 53 % disappeared by 1400, and of the 47 % surviving beyond the 14th century, 55 %
disappeared in the 15th. By the time of the French Revolution only 5 of those families remained,
and only 2 today. Roughly speaking, nobility loses half its members within any given century.
Average duration of a line is seldom more than 3 or 4 generations, or 1-2 centuries.
(p.35) Peasant to noble is easier than burgess to noble–former recently ennobled
exempted from mortmain dues that recently-ennobled burgesses suffered. Lawyers easier than
burgesses. [The resistance to moneyed parvenus may explain the recurrent myth of stricter social
strata in France? If nobility had to replenish itself, but was very resistant to burgess
ennoblement, it hides the peasant stock moving into nobility?]
(p.36) Perroy concludes that legal definition of nobility oby birth only obfuscates the
reality of the great number of new nobles. [Still, did some old noble connection exist? Could
distaff transmission of noble blood perhaps justify much of it?]
1973-04-03: [SOCIETY, THEORY] Mousnier, "Les offices de ls Stratificaiton Sociale,"
Venalité, III, iii [check this].
The nether ends of office as the chief vehicle of mobility are probably very small: Not
many come up from bottom regularly, not many emerged from top into true nobility. But then, if
all those who did come stayed in, willy nilly(& Paulette making office a part of ordinary
inheritance meant that it was never lost to a family), then over the years the size of this "ordre"
must have grown. Indeed, internal growth probably much greater, by several sons making the
grade, than the external growth by new routuriers coming in.
Within the world of offices, as described in richness & documented detail by Mousnier,
one gets a true picture of status-seeking according to fixed rules, with true mobility possible,
which is almost bizarre. It was an "establishment" in its mentality, if everyone was trying to
move up or consolidate his position within the system and not questioning that this was the way
to "make it." The extended generational accomplishment, regulated by law, also must have given
great social stability as far as not wanting the system changed: if one's father had given his life,
and one was now giving his own so that his son could acquire status whereby the grandson
would be noble by birth, there can have been very little impulse to change the system. The
investment in lives--whole series of generations--was so great that to deny the system was to
deny the worth of one's life.
It is not unlike America and its myth of the middle class of the next generation making it-except that American notion is a myth. Or was, perhaps, the French idea of rising via orders also
a myth? Did it only finally dawn on French in avocat types, in later 18th century, that there really
wasn't much mobility? Were there perhaps suddenly, too many of them ready to make the
upward move than there was opportunity in terms of openings? One would have to see if the 3generation-to-nobility formula was still operative in later !8th century as it seems to have been in
the 17th century. If that fails, & no man feels himself involved in a transgenerational upward
mobility, then the thought of changing the system is not denying one's life involvement but
changing the rules so that that life can really have meaning.

But back in early 17th century all the status groups within those that have to do with
"public power" (from king and Peers down licenciés) could have thought of themselves as the
one group–those with public power–who were the leaders of the nation corporatively. If they
have such a consensus, then the ruling element is well annealed, and whatever quarrels there are
between them are more gentlemen's disagreements than meaningful social conflicts.
It might be most fruitful, therefore, to think of Loyseau's juridical definition of orders as
those with aptitude to public power as defining a unified status group--or even a class--from
King to licencé than of describing all of society. Certainly all those from king to licenciée who
read Ordres could think of themselves as the rulers, in some measure, of society, whereas the
real third estate--95 per cent of society--could not. Loyseau's Ordres, that is, defines the
establishment, and Mousnier's thought that this defines society is ridiculous. Mousnier may
sociologize the notion if he wishes, but by the time he makes his subdivisional considerations
law-power-status-etc., he has emasculated the good functional definition of orders (in terms of
public law) which Loyseau had had.

